
Floor Learning Range



The Muzo Floor Learning Range combines a 
unique selection of products to offer schools 
the possibility of creating classrooms that live 
up to the demands of the 21st century.

The days of disengaged children and worn 
out faculty can end, if we choose to to 
engage new ways of designing classrooms 
utilizing dynamic and mobile products 
alongside teaching methods that catalyze 
creativity and love of learning in students.

This range is designed to assist teachers in 
meeting pupils at their level and create 
variety for children by enabling them to work, 
play and create together in different and 
novel ways.
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Super Low Versatilis

A 15inch high mobile table that is available in a 
variety of shapes. The Jewel caster locks in two 
places to provide the stability of a fixed-frame table, 
and when unlocked, the smooth wheels ensure
buttery smooth mobility across all floor surfaces.
Feet are also available, if fixed-frame is desired.

MBob

A comfortable and light floor seat that is easy to 
move and stack for storage. Encourages children to 
sit on the floor during carpet activities, providing 
better interaction with the children on their level.
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Super-Low Stash cabinet

A 15 inch high mobile, high-quality storage unit. 
Combine shelves with colorful or transparent trays, 
and choose a top surface to match. The Jewel 
caster ensures Stash is easily moved around space, 
and when locked, keeps the unit firmly in place. 

Stashbox

A light and easy to access carry case for pens, 
paper, chalks, paint and safe cleaning products.
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Helping teachers meet pupils at their level

The Muzo Floor Learning Range makes new ways 
of teaching and learning possible. By meeting 
pupils at floor level, teachers can build trust and a 
sense of mutuality with children, which reduces 
stress and anxiety in the pupils, encouraging 
expression of natural creativity and problem solving.

Different backgrounds, common goals

Having flexibility in the classroom is equally as 
important air quality, light and temperature in 
assisting with healthy learning. The variety of 
table heights and layouts makes it possible to cater 
to differing needs of children, encouraging them to 
share, learn and achieve together in unique ways.



Versatilis
Table shapes
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Crescent Semi-circle

Wave 
Semi-circle

Edge

HexelKiteRounded
rectangle

TriSquare Rectangle

Circle Thin rectangle

CurveCurve

Pic Wave Petal

Versatilis and MBob
Configuration examples
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Does your classroom live
up to the ideals of the 
school?
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No classroom should be a boring placeholder for 
young people waiting to get out of there. At Muzo, 
our aim to to help schools generate self-motivated, 
interested, curious, creative, inquiring learners with 
social skills that last a lifetime.
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Dual locking feature
Enables mobile products to behave like 
fixed products as no axis rotation is 
possible when the brake is engaged. 

1 . The axis locks preventing twisting
2. The wheel locks preventing rolling

Works on all floor surfaces
Rubber wheels transition easily from 
carpet to hard wood to tiled floors and 
easily tackles the realities of carpet trims
and bumpy ground.

50mm levelling
50mm of levelling for uneven floors.

Fixed-frame
Option to have fixed-frame tables if 
mobile isn’t required. 
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50mm levelling
50mm of levelling for uneven floors and 
stable on all floor surfaces thanks to the 
rubberized wheels.

Swap out
It is easy to swap the foot with the caster, 
simply unscrew and replace.

Prevents damage to footwear
To prevent damage to the top of your 
footwear, you can lock and unlock from 
the top of the pad by simply applying 
pressure.

Jewel caster—lifetime warranty
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Foot—lifetime warranty



Bebop Bebop active seat is a 
fun way to strengthen 
core muscles and 
improve posture while 
sitting or perching.

More products

Flow Mobile writable ideas 
wall.

Powerball Visible power and 
USB fast charging 
units.
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Space
Chicken

Adjustable height 
side table.

Signs Configurable soft
seat.

Giant
Donut

Fun, washable soft 
seat.
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For more information
about our products
muzo-works.com

Come visit us and learn 
all about who we are
350 N. LaSalle, Suite 200,
Chicago, IL 60654

Phone us
(800) 670-2578
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muzo-works.com 




